profi-air design grill collection „SHAPE”

starline

The exclusive profi-air® design grill collection

starline design grill

for purists
Open-plan, spacious rooms deserve clear lines and well-

SHAPE STYLE add smart highlights to each and every

defined

modern interior furnishing: minimalistic, clear and amaz-

shapes.

Discreet

colours

and

light-weight

materials underline the plain elegance of the puristic style.
With their exclusive glass design, SHAPE BUSINESS and

SHAPE BUSINESS

SHAPE STYLE

Glass, White Pure

Glass, White Pure

ingly stylish.

INNOVATIVE
STYLISH
CLEAR

starline design grill

for idealists
Uniform components boasting a clear structure and light,

The straight-line design of LINE and the geometric motif of

smooth materials provide the rooms with a distinctive

PYRAMID are an ideal addition to this modern, clear

character. Accurate shapes and discreet accents empha-

interior concept.

sising the modern living atmosphere are all that matters.

LINE

Ground stainless steel

PYRAMID

White (RAL 9016)

Dark rust bronze

White (RAL 9016)

timeless
vivid
elegant

starline design grill

for individualists
Progressive interior design tending to contemporary chic

three-dimensional illusion of grid points different in size,

calls for individual, extroverted design elements. Light wall

AVANTGARDE perfectly fits into the concept.

colours, creative decoration and expressive furniture form
a harmonious entity. With its fascinating plasticity and

AVANTGARDE

Ground stainless steel

White (RAL 9016)

MODERN

DYNAMIC

EXPRESSIVE

starline design grill

for romantics
Whether handmade table decoration, brightly-coloured

The subtle shapes and delicate foliage of FLORA empha-

flowers or artistically adorned French-style furniture – the

sise the particular charm of these carefully fashioned

romantic way is full of warmth and comfort. A gentle at-

rooms.

mosphere of well-being with an air of cosiness dominates.

FLORA

Anthracite

White (RAL 9016)

delicate

ornamental

dainty

starline design grill

for purists
Plain, reduced and classy – this is what modern classic-

SHAPE COMPACT and SHAPE CIRCLE give the extrava-

style rooms look like. Muted colours, combined with gold-

gant living sensation a discreet yet striking touch.

en and silvery accents convey a feeling of comfort and
luxury. The round shapes and exceptional glass design of

SHAPE COMPACT

SHAPE CIRCLE

Glass, White Pure

Glass, White Pure

innovative
modern
puristic

starline design grill

for those paying attention to detail
From minimalistic elegance through the distinctive country-

are an ideal addition to every interior design. Whether

house style to the vintage look – the square COMPACT

as a visual highlight or discreetly integrated – COMPACT

variants of LINE, PYRAMID, FLORA and AVANTGARDE

always leaves a lasting impression.

LINE COMPACT

Ground
stainless steel

White
(RAL 9016)

PYRAMID COMPACT

FLORA COMPACT

Dark rust
bronze

Anthracite

White
(RAL 9016)

AVANTGARDE COMPACT

White
(RAL 9016)

Ground
stainless steel

White
(RAL 9016)

small
compact
discreet

profi-air
Heat recovery ventilation
- stable value guaranteed
Installation of the profi-air pipe system for heat
recovery ventilation is a sustainable investment in the value of your property, since it
protects the structural fabric of the building,
provides a pleasant indoor climate, prevents
moisture-related damage and, at the same
time, increases the resale value.
The profi-air complete system by Fränkische
Rohrwerke, an expert for corrugated pipes, is
suitable for all installation situations in both
new and existing buildings.
Due to the flow-optimised inner surface of
the profi-air pipes, the air flows through the
system with particlularly little noise associated
and resistance, which significantly reduces the
total energy requirement. In addition, antistatic
and antibacterial agents make the products
absolutely sterile.
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profi-air classic
and profi-air tunnel

profi-air 250/400 touch
ventilation units

profi-air mounting frame

- smooth, antibacterial and antistatic

- high heat recovery of up to 91 %

starline

design grill

- tool-free installation of the mounting frame
inner surface
- innovative connection options –
no sealing with adhesive tape
- lightweight and tightly bendable –
fewer fittings required
- flow-optimised pipes and fittings
(less noise, lower energy requirement)
- large flow rates possible

due to cross-flow heat exchanger
- fully automatic summer bypass

- innovative magnetic fixing of the design

- superior materials

grill on the mounting frame:

- modern design

place – align – done

- simple magnet installation

- easy-to-handle touch-screen control unit

- compatible with all design grills

- change of design possible at any time

- integration into the home network

- to clean the ventilation system only the

- suitable for any interior design and style

possible: profi-air touch can be easily

grill, not the mounting frame, must be

operated using any smartphone, laptop,

removed

tablet, or PC

sieger design ...
… meets FRÄNKISCHE brand quality. Smart functionality

buildings and individually constructed new ones can be

and at times archetypal styling distinguish the sieger

furnished with high-performance, clean, healthy and highly

design drafts – to achieve this, the design studio applies

efficient HRV systems.

utmost sensitivity, attention to detail and forward-looking

With sieger design, FRÄNKISCHE has brought the right

thinking. With its innovative profi-air ventilation system,

partner on board: HRV technology meets premium design

FRÄNKISCHE has brought variety and flexibility onto the

– quality meets quality. starline ventilation grills set the

heat recovery ventilation (HRV) market: since the tradi-

right highlight with regard to heat recovery ventilation.

tional manufacturer offers not only classic round pipes but
also flat tunnel pipe variants for installation, both existing

FRÄNKISCHE ROHRWERKE
Gebr. Kirchner GmbH & Co. KG
97486 Königsberg / Germany
Phone: +49 9525 88-2555
Christian & Michael Sieger

info.gb_h@fraenkische.de
www.designgrills.com
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